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What can you see in the picture? List at least six words.

Play 'I Spy' - I spy with my little eye something beginning with 'B'.

Colour the picture. 

Picture Comprehension Texts and Sentence Structure

Introduction:

Who do you think is in the picture and where is he?

Examples: A friend, an older or younger brother, a cousin. 

At home, in his bedroom, in kindergarten, at his grandmother's house. 
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Now, look at these words. 

boy / boat / helicopter / robot / truck / rabbit

How many different words do you have on your list? _____

Write five sentences using 'like' and 'have'.

For example, I like balloons. I have a toy boat.

Can you find a 'wheel' in the picture?
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Hi, my name is Jon.

I am at home.

I am in my room.

I have all my toys.

I have a truck.

All my toys are on the truck.

Can you see my rabbit? It is cute.

Can you see my boat? It is red.

Can you see my ball? It is blue.

Can you see my robot? It is grey and yellow. 

I am happy to play in my room.

New and Review words:

name __________

room __________

my __________

all  __________

toys __________

have __________

Can you see? __________

cute__________
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Is Jon at home?                    ____________

Are the toys on the truck?   ____________

Is the rabbit red?                ____________

Is the ball blue?                   ____________

Is Jon sad?                          ____________

Yes / No Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Colours: red - blue - green - yellow - black - brown - grey - white - pink - purple 

Use the colours to complete the sentences.

For example, A blue ball. A red truck. 
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I have a _________ truck.

I have a _________ boat.

I have a _________ helicopter.

I have a _________ rocket.

I have a _________ robot.

I have a _________ teddy bear.

I have a _________ balloon.

I have a _________ dinosaur.

I have a _________ windmill.

I have a _________ T-shirt.

Add a colour:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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